
SHARK  III  VENTILATION  CHAINSAW

Carbide Tipped Rescue Chain
Specifically designed for Fire Department use, outlasts 
up to 10 regular chains and stays sharp up to 25 times 
longer.

Durable Reversable Steel Bar
You have 3 choices to choose from: 16” 54 Drive link 
Bar, a 20” 64 Drive link Bar for our legacy SHARK 
owners (this model is the same as our pre 2020 SHARK 
saws) or our NEW 20” 66 Drive Link Bar.  This new 
20” 66 Drive Link Bar is the same size as other brand 
saws making it easy for spare parts management. With 
this new 20” 66 DL Bar, our SHARK saw will use the 
same size chain as other brands.  All SHARK bars are 
slotted to fit our CDA-80 depth adjuster and are re-
versable hardened steel bars for extended life.

CDA-80 Adjustable Depth Adjuster
Control cutting depth from 2” to 10” when plunge 
cutting. Easy, fast removal when full length of bar is 
needed.

Adjustable Flow Oil Pump
Keeps chain properly lubricated in diverse conditions 
with no oil flow at idle.

Top of Class Power Plant
Professional grade Husqvarna power plant provides 
maximum power through the toughest tasks. 88cc 
power provides higher cutting capacity with excellent 
vibration dampening, making work easier and more 
efficient than ever before
Smart Start®
Technology guarantees faster start-ups with minimum 
effort, while the rubber-mounted carburetor boosts 
durability. Prepare to get the job done like never before.
Air Injection®
Centrifugal air cleaning system removes larger dust and 
debris particles before reaching the air filter. This results 
in reduced air filter cleanings and improved engine life.
better filtration.

Adjustable oil pump 
Allows you to control 
oil flow depending on 
application and weather 
conditions. 
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